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Abstract: Last two decade content generations on the web are phenomenon due to Web 2.0. It gives the platform to exchange the ideas, views, 
thought, experience, opinion, share information, likes and dislikes to the millions of peoples using Blogs, reviews, and other social network sites.  
Since the characteristics of blog are different than the normal webpage therefore we require the different technique to apply on blog data to 
extract the latent knowledge discovery from the blogs.  The scope of this Paper limits to the discussion of analysis and mining of opinion from 
blogs. In this Paper an attempt has been made to describe and discuss various analysis and mining techniques used for extracting opinion from 
blogs. We have purposed a framework for opinion mining from blogs. The Paper also discusses various issues and challenges in analyzing and 
mining the blogs as well as future scope of research. 
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I. INTRODAUCTION  

Last two decade content generations on the web are 
phenomenon due to Web 2.0. It gives the platform to exchange 
the ideas, views, thought, experience, opinion, share 
information, likes and dislikes to the millions of peoples using 
Blogs, reviews, and other social network sites.   This creates 
big data. It is almost impossible for people to read through all 
the information.  This data can be used for business intelligence 
purposes like marketing research, consumer behaviors, trend 
analysis, new product release, opinion on political poll result 
etc. Therefore it is necessary to analyses, classify and mine 
such big data. Researchers were used Natural Language 
Processing, Machine learning, Text Mining. Statistics based 
approaches to solve these problems. Opinion can be defined as 
“a conclusion thought out yet open to dispute (each expert 
seemed to have a different opinion)” [19]. Opinion mining is 
binary text classification problem which classify the text into 
subjective and objective. Since objective text does not bear any 
opinion, researchers studied subjective text and classify it into 
positive, negative and neutral text. 

Since the characteristics of blog are different than the 
normal webpage therefore we require the different technique to 
apply on blog data to extract the latent knowledge discovery 
from the blogs. Unique characters of blogs are trackback, 
content, comments, timestamp, date etc. There is provision to 
connect to different blogs through hyperlink. Research on 
Sentiment mining task focuses on various level of granularity 
from Document level, sentence level, and fine grained feature 
level.    

This Paper first introduces availability of the existing 
resources, and research work done in Opinion Mining from 
blogs in Section II.  In section III We discusses various 
Sentiment Mining approaches. We presented the framework for 
mining virtual community from blogs in section IV. Finally we 
discuss future research scope and conclusion in section V. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A.  Lexicon Based Opinion Mining 
[24] Used lexicon based methods to classify the sentiment 

(Positive or Negative) by analyzing appraisal groups at word 
level.  In this paper authors build lexicon based on semi 
automatics technique. Appraisal groups are extracted and their 
values are computed using this lexicon. Corresponding 
document are represented as vector. SVM are used to classify 
the positive or negative sentiment. WIDIT system purposed in 
[25] to extract the opinion from blogs. This method used 
lexicon to identify the opinion at word level. This system 
consists of three stages. In first stage stop word and markup 
tags were removed then document are index in sub collection 
form so that documents were search in parallel.  Based on 
query, documents are retrieval using VSM and Okapi BM25 
formula. In the second stage on-topic optimization is done 
using on-topic re-ranking. in the last stage opinion are 
identified using four opinion module namely opinion term 
module which identify opinion blog based on number of 
opinion words frequently occur. Rare term module identifies 
the uncommon or rare words. IU module identifies how I and 
you appear frequently. Adjective-Verb Module Identify the 
potentially subjective word to determine the subjectivity of 
blog post. WIDIT fusion module combines all search result and 
computes the weighted sum. 

[5] extract the opinion at word level. Two main features are 
taken namely Part of speech and second Unique/Weird Words 
and Slang. QTag was used as a POS and summarized these 
proportions using QTag.  POS Proportions are used as vector 
and similarity score are calculated for opinion detection. For 
unique/wired words and slang detection SC reference collection 
of words were used. SC reference list of English words were 
used to find the uncommon words. These words are either 
slang or misspelled to find out whether corpus contains more 
slang words or not. To find weird words, each corpus was 
compared with BNC reference list & weirdness values are 
computed with each token. Token with high interest have high 
frequency and weird value. 

Sentence level opinion were extracted in [1], Authors tested 
two systems. The first system is keyword based sentiment 
finding. In this method authors used list of positive and 
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negative word from General Inquirer since this list having very 
few opinioned word therefore this list are expanded manually 
with the help of WordNet. Each word sentiment score are 
evaluated and finally summing all scores to find the sentiment 
of sentiment. In the second system authors used valence shifter 
which is a language element that can change the sentiment of 
sentiment bearing word in their scope. [11] Used blog link to 
identify the sentiment polarity. Corpus words are noun form 
and stemming was used to convert the all corpus in their 
canonical form. Link polarity was computed using positive 
oriented word subtracted by negative oriented word divided by 
all corpus opinioned words. Then trust propagation score was 
computed for all nodes of a community. Positive score indicate 
the node I belong to community influence by trusted node of 
that community. Finally influential blogger in community are 
identified using incoming-degree, high outgoing degree and 
random subset of all nodes. 

[12] Extracted features of product and opinion then 
semantic orientation (recommended & no recommended) was 
determined. Based on this, feature-opinion pair dependant 
relationship between feature and opinions identified. Finally 
based on user query, review are extracted & classified 
according to sentiment. [17] Purposed a system which consists 
of three module (1) review data server (2) opinion search 
engine (3) user interface. Data was collected from E-commerce 
site, uncommon word and HTML tags were removed.  Second 
module consist of four sub module- review sentences 
translation, review sentences index, review sentences rank and 
results visualization.  In the first sub module, features were 
extracted at sentence level. NLProcessor linguistic parser was 
used to parse review and POS tag was generated for each word. 
Next the product features normally contain nouns or noun 
phrases were extracted. Association miner CBA based on the 
Apriori algorithm was used to extract the frequent features. 
Finally dictionary-based approach used to identify the polarity 
and sentiment of opinion words. In the second module Lucene 
search engine is used to index the files. In the third module   
two measures were used temporal opinion quality (TOQ) and 
Lucene rank (LR) in the final module result are visualized.  

[20] purposed a DASA, a rule based approach for 
advertising strategy based on sentiment analysis. In this method 
first the opinion sentences were identifies using General 
Inquirer. After that topic word associated with sentiment words 
were extracted using Minipar, a rule based syntactic parsing 
tool. Each word was assign to syntactic categories and link to 
each other based on some relation to each other. Since all 
topics are not relevant to advertising keywords so take only 
those topics with negative sentiment as advertising keywords. 
Finally it selects the appropriate advertising that is relevant to 
the keywords. [6] Purposed a lexicon based approach to find 
the context dependant opinion in the product review. Lexicons 
were constructed using WordNet. Authors used both product 
feature and opinion word. 

Natural language processing and tagging have low 
efficiency and lack of semantics [10]. In this paper authors 
purposed a semantic role labeling method to extract the opinion 
from the product review. In this method corpus were built using 
web crawler and stored in the database. Semantic role labeling 
was assign if syntactic constituent has relationship with a 
predicate. Emotion lexicon was developed using polar word 
dictionary. This dictionary is developed with integer polarity. 
Negative number expresses the derogatory meaning, 0 for 
neutral, positive number indicates a complimentary sense. Then 
features were extracted from the sentence and emotions are 
match with the emotion lexicon and finally opinion orientations 
of whole sentence are calculated. Finally results are visualized 
using visualization interface. 

[26] Authors purposed a method to search the opinion in the 
blog instead of retrieving the opinion. In this method based on 
query blogs are retrieved and whole text is divided into small 
segment or block called topic block. Vector are generated using 
topic block with 1 represent the term occur in block and 0 
represent the term not occur in block. Finally similarity score 
are calculated using tf-idf. Then this block is compare with 
adjacent block to find the similarity score to find the changes in 
topic. This topic blog are now considered as an independent 
document. Finally opinion bearing topic blog are extracted 
using list of opinion bearing words with weight. Two 
approaches were used, in the first weight of topic block word is 
compared with the list of opinion bearing words. All the sum of 
words was calculated. In the second approach word with 
highest weight are identified to find the opinion bearing words. 

[21] Purposed a semi supervised method for lexicon 
expansion and target (feature) extraction. In this method 
researcher used list of opinioned lexicon as initial seed and 
extract the new opinion word and target. This newly opinion 
word and target is used to find another opinion word and target 
and expand it iteratively using relation between opinion word 
and target. Dependency grammar was used to find the relation 
between opinioned word and target. Extraction of opinion word 
and target is done using rule based methods. Polarity to the 
opinion words are given based on contextual evidence.  
Authors also purposed a noise remove (incorrect opinion word 
and target) methods based on clauses and other product and 
dealer. 

B. Machine learning Techniques 
Opinion leader and trends using machine learning 

techniques was purposed in [2]. Relation between two or more 
users were detected using graph method.SVM was used for 
classification of relationship between sender and recipient. 
Opinion leader is a person who is an important person for 
opinion formation was extracted using degree centrality, 
closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality. Finally 
opinion trends were discovered using Density measure, Randic 
connectivity. Feature based summarization of product reviews 
was purposed in [9]. In this method all the crawled product 
reviews are download and stored in database. Then frequent 
product feature were extracted using Association mining. 
Uncommon feature which is not genuine features were 
discarded using Compactness pruning and redundancy pruning. 
Based on this, opinion words are identifies in sentence. 
WordNet was to identify the Opinion orientations and finally 
opinions were summarized. 

[18] Purposed a k-medoids algorithm to cluster the Chinese 
blog based on sentiment. Graph based representation method 
was used to represent the sentiment word and their relationship 
with snippet and title. Based on graph similarity, K medoids 
cluster algorithms was used to group the blog based on the 
sentiment. [4] Discover the opinion from the legal blogs. 
Authors used LingPipe toolkit which is based on Cut Graph 
model, n-gram language model and Naive Bayes classifier with 
Language Model to extract the opinion from the legal blog. 

[16] Purposed a lexicon based machine learning approach 
to find the sentiment. In this method authors used background 
lexicon generated by the IBM India Research Labs with 
positive and negative words. Authors first construct the 
generative model based on lexicon and second model train on 
label documents. The Naive Bayes classifier was used to 
compute the composite score.  Semantic product feature 
extraction (SPE) technique that used positive and negative 
adjective from General Inquirer was purposed in [25]. In this 
method customer review was preprocessed then Apriori 
algorithm association rule mining was use to extract the 
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candidate product features. In this case each sentence taken as a 
transaction and noun or noun phrase as an item set. Two types 
of pruning (Compactness pruning and Redundancy pruning) 
were used to find the frequent product features. In the last, 
semantic based analysis which used list of positive and 
negative subjective   adjectives opinion words to find the 
opinioned product features. 

[13] studied the online forum hotspot detection and 
forecasting. Authors purposed a three module approach using 
sentiment analysis and text mining. First module used HowNet 
lexicons for opinioned word dictionary and compares it with 
text corpus word and returns the sign integer value which 
shows sentiment polarity. In the second module K means 
clustering algorithms used to cluster the forum hotspot and 
finally in the third module SVM was used to forecast the forum 
hotspot. 

C. Statistical Method 
Statistical and light-weight automatic dictionary-based 

approach for opinion finding was purposed in [8]. In this 
methods opinion dictionary are automatically created using 
skewed query model. All terms in the collection are rank then  
term weight are assign to each term in dictionary using Bo1 
term  weighting model based on the Bose-Einstein statistics  
which measure how words are informative in opinionated 
related document against the relevant documents. Based on 
these opinion scored was calculated using top weight term from 
dictionary as a query in the retrieval system. Retrieval system 
assigns the relevance score to each document called opinion 
score. This score are combined with initial ranking score to get 
final document ranking. 

[14] Used PLSA to mine the blog to discover the user 
sentiment and further use this information to predict product 
sales performance. Authors used modified PLSA called S-
PLSA to find the sentiment from blog. S-PLSA different from 
PLSA in term of focusing on sentiments rather than topics. 
Therefore instead of using bag of word author used appraisal 
words in sentiment classification. The appraisal words are then 
used to discover the latent sentiment in S-PLSA. Apart from S-
PLSA information, authors also used past sales performance of 
the same product. This information is capture using AR model. 
Combine this AR model information with S-PLSA information 
authors purposed the new model called autoregressive 
sentiment aware model (ARSA) for predicting the product sales 
performance. 

[3] Purposed a supervised method to summarize the topic 
by extracting the reasons to find out why people were agreed 
and disagree on a topic. In this method, given a topic 
documents were search and preprocessed after that irrelevant 
blog post are removed using density based approach.  Reasons 
are extracted from paragraph instead of sentence or word level. 
Here topic words are used to find the other topic related words 
in the paragraph. logarithm of odds ratio (LODR) are used to 
find the topic related word in the paragraph  which show how 
words  are closely related with topics. Then Sentiment was 
classified using lexicons provided by expert used in General 
Inquirer to build the sentiment vocabulary and Turney’s 
internet-based approach used to find the similarity between two 
words. Finally reasons are cluster using frequent item set based 
hierarchical clustering, FIHC. To cluster the positive and 
negative reason to find why people are agree and disagree on a 
topic. 

[7] Purposed a probabilistic opinion retrieval model which 
is based on proximity between opinion lexicons and query 
terms. [22] Purposed a Semi-supervised topic sentiment 
mixture Co-LDA model to discover the topic sentiment from 
product review. [15] Purposed a probabilistic Topic- Sentiment 

Mixture (TSM) to model to discover the subtopics and 
sentiments in blog post.  
 

III PURPOSED FREMEWORK FOR OPINION MINING 

In the purposed framework we crawled the blogs according 
to the user query. According to the characteristics of blogs we 
extract the hyperlink which connect to the different blogger are 
extracted. Blog content, reviews from other audience, date and 
time of posting blogger content and reviews comments, on 
what topics ( objects) they discussed or opinioned are extracted 
based on the users interest to extract the opinion mining. 

Before opinion mining, preprocessing like stop word 
remove, tokenization, stemming, POS tagger were done. Once 
preprocessing done we can now mine the opinion in three 
level- Document level, Sentence level and Word or feature 
level. Techniques used to mine the opinion at any level are 
Machine learning, Lexicon based and statistical. Various 
machine learning techniques which can be used for opinion 
mining are Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes, KNN, 
Adaboost, Decision Tree etc. Lexicon based method used 
different sentiment dictionary such as General Enquirer, 
Dictionary of Affect of language, WordNet Affect, 
SentiWordNet, synonyms and antonyms, POS.  In statistical 
methods we can use PMI, SO-PMI-IR, LSI, mutual information 
gain, Z score, Kullback-Leibler divergence techniques to mine 
the opinion. These opinions can be further used for business 
intelligence such as market research, consumer behaviors, trend 
analysis etc. 

 
                 

Fig. 1. Framework for opinion Mining 
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IV. FUTURE SCOPE OF RESEARCH AND 
CONCLUSION 

Opinion Spamming: Writing fake opinion. It is very hard to 
know and recognized only by its author. Difficulty to identify 
opinion words and expressions specific to the domain or 
context where they are used. Another important point is that a 
word with a high opinion score in the lexicon might not always 
convey an opinion in the actual phrase. Informal content of 
blogs has many difficulties. There can be spelling mistake, use 
of slang, grammatical mistakes, abbreviations, sarcastic uses, 
use of fuzzy terms, fuzzy queries, double meaning, and 
meaning implied by context etc. 
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